
From: Hunt, Marshall
To: "Bryan Boyce"
Cc: Anderson, Mary; Eilert, Patrick L
Subject: RE: Furnace Letter
Date: Monday, October 12, 2015 10:51:49 AM

Your impression was correct. That is why I wrote you to cancel any more work on your part.  The 45
may go to 50 to align with ACEEE.
 
Marshall B. Hunt
Professional Mechanical Engineer
Codes & Standards
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
415-260-7624
mbh9@pge.com
 

From: Bryan Boyce [mailto:bboyce@energy-solution.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 10:44 AM
To: Hunt, Marshall
Cc: Anderson, Mary; Eilert, Patrick L
Subject: RE: Furnace Letter
 
Alert: This message originated outside of PG&E. Use caution when opening attachments, clicking
links or responding to requests for information.
*************************************

Marshall,
 
Thanks. I didn’t receive any reports either. It makes sense to not adjust the letter now that we’re not
negotiating with anyone. However, there might have been a few language revisions that we wanted
to put into the first comment regardless, right? We don’t want to make it seem like PG&E is strongly
opposed to the negotiated position of having two size classifications. Let me know if we still want to
edit the wording in comment 1. I was under the impression that you wanted a revision regardless of
other negotiations.
 
Thanks,
 
Bryan Boyce  |  (510) 482-4420 x294   
 
 

From: Hunt, Marshall [mailto:MBH9@pge.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 10:28 AM
To: Bryan Boyce
Cc: Anderson, Mary; ple2@pge.com
Subject: Furnace Letter
 
Bryan
Please do not proceed with any modifications to the furnace letter.
Pat and Mary are taking the draft and moving it forward with just PG&E signing it.

mailto:/O=PG&E/OU=CORPORATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MBH9
mailto:bboyce@energy-solution.com
mailto:M3AK@pge.com
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mailto:MBH9@pge.com
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SCG said there is no negotiation possible.
I did not receive their report(s) they claim support their position that even 65 kBtuH is too low.
 
Marshall B. Hunt
Professional Mechanical Engineer
Codes & Standards
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
415-260-7624
mbh9@pge.com
 
We respect your privacy. Please review our privacy policy for more information.
http://www.pge.com/en/about/company/privacy/customer/index.page
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